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Finding an non-negative integer solution x E Z:XI for Ax = b (A E Zmxn, bE Zmxl) in Petri 
nets is NP-complete. Being NP-complete, even algorithms with theoretically bad worst case and 
with average complexity can be useful for a special class of problems, hence deserve investigation. 
Then a Groebner basis approach to integer programming problems was proposed in 1991 and 
some symbolic computation systems became to have useful tools for ideals, varieties, and 
algorithms for algebraic geometry. In this paper, two kinds of examples are given to show how 
Groebner basis approach is applied to reachability problems in Petri nets. 
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I. Introduction 
It has been well recognized that Petri nets are one of 
useful models to represent and analyze discrete event 
systems. However, finding a non-negative integer 
solution (i.e., a firing count vector) for state equation of 
Petri nets is to solve an integer programming problemY] 
On the other hand, the problem of finding a solution 
(all solutions) in non-negative (positive) integers for a 
system of linear equations with integer coefficients is a 
classical problem which is NP-complete. If moreover we 
have a linear cost function (a linear map with real 
coefficients) and we look for an optimal solution, the 
problem is an equivalent form of the integer 
programming problem. Being NP-complete, even 
algorithms with theoretically bad worst case and with 
average complexity can be useful for a special class of 
problems, hence deserve investigation. The algorithm, 
which we consider, that transforms a linear system 
problem into a Groebner basis problem for a binomial 
ideals falls in this class of algorithms[2], [3], [4], [5]. Note 
that an algorithm (Le., Gauss's elimination algorithm) for 
finding a solution for a system of linear equations over 
polynomial ring with respec~ to one-variable is extended 
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to that over polynomial ring with respect to multi-
variables by choosing Groebner bases as ideal bases. 
Although any direct and systematic method to find an 
exact firing count vector for state equation of Petri nets 
has not been known, this Groebner basis approach can 
give a useful direct and systematic method to Petri net 
reachability problems. In this paper, two kinds of 
examples are given to show how Groebner basis 
approach is applied to state equation of Petri nets. 
(1) Find all particular solutions as well as all generators 
for T-invariants. 
(2) Find all possible representations of an arbitrary 
firing count vector by using all generators for 
T-invariants and a particular solution. 
2. Preliminaries (4). (5) 
Consider a polynomial in n variables YI"" , Y n , 
where each coefficient belongs to any field k. 
Defmition 2.1 
Let us call y~l. y;2 ... y:" a monomial of YI' 
"',Yn , where al, .. ·,an are nonnegative integers. The 
sum a l + ... + an is said to be a total degree for the 
above monomial. • 
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Definition 2.2 
A linear combination of a fmite number of monomials 
with coefficients on any field k is called a polynomial 
in Y . .. Y where each coefficient belongs to field k. l' , n' 
That is, a polynomial I is expressed by 
I = La aaya, aa E k , 
where summations is done for a fmite number of 
a=(a1, ••• ,an/ . Let k[Yl'''',Yn] be the set of all 
polynomials in YI"", Y n where each coefficient is over 
k. • 
Definition 2.3 
The subset I c k[YI , ... , Y n] is an ideal if and only if 
the following properties are satisfied: 
(i) OEI. 
( ii ) If I, gEl , then I + gEl . 
(ill) If lEI and hEk[yI,'oo,Yn],then h/EI . 
Definition 2.4 
• 
Let it , ... , Is be polynomials such that ;; , ... , Is 
E k[YI,"',Yn]' Then we define 
<ft"",ls >={ L:=lhjJ; :hl,oo·,hs Ek[YI,oo',Ynd· 
• 
It is important that < ft, ... , Is > is an ideal. 
Definition 2.5 
We call > a monomial order on k[YI'" ., Y n] if > 
have the following properties: 
( i) > is a total order over Z~. 
( ii ) a > f3 =? a + r > f3 + r for all r E Z: 
(i.e., > is compatible with sums). 
(ill) a> 0 for all a E Z: \{O} 
(i.e., 0 is the minimum element.). 
Definition 2.6 (Lexicographic Order >Iex) 
• 
For a = (a1,' .. ,anl E Z: and P = (PI "",Pn)T 
E Z:, a >Iex P means that the non-zero element on the 
most left of a - P E Z: is positive. When a >Iex P is 
satisfied, we denote it ya > lex y P . • 
Definition 2.7 
Let 1= Laaaya E k[YI,''',Yn] be a nonzero 
polynomial and > be a monomial order on 
k[Yl , ... ,yJ. Then ( i )'""'(iv) are defined as follows. 
( i ) A multi degree for f is given by 
multideg(/) = max (a E Z: :aa * 0), 
in which maximization is done with respect to order >. 
( ii ) A leading coefficient is given by 
LC (I) ::;= amultideg(f) E k . 
( ill ) A leading monomial of f is 
LM (I) = ymultideg(f) . 
( iv) A leading tenn of f is 
LT (I) = LC (I) . 1M (I) . 
[Theorem 11 
(Algorithm for Division in k[YI"",Yn]) 
• 
Fixed a monomial order > over Z: , let 
F = (ft , ... , Is) be a set of s polynomials ordered on 
k[YI'oo., Yn]. Then any 1 E k[YI,''',Yn] is written as 
1= a l ;; + ... + as Is +r ,where a j r E k[YI' ... , Yn] . 
Note that r is 0 or a linear combination of monomials 
with coefficients over k, in which each monomial is not 
completely divided by any of LT(f.),···,LT(ls)' Let 
r be called a remainder when f\ is divided by F. 
Let us denote it as r = iF in this paper. If a j /; * 0 is 
true, then 
multideg(f) ~multideg(ai/;)' • 
3. Groebner Bases (4). (5) 
Definition 3.1 
Fixed a monomial order > on a polynomial ring 
k[YI,''',Yn], let 1 C k[YI,"',Yn] be an ideal. Then a 
Groebner basis of 1 with respect to > is a finite set 
of polynomials G = {g I , ... , g t } C 1 such that, for each 
and non-zero 1 E 1, LT(f) is completely divided by 
some LT(gj)' • 
Definition 3.2 
Assume that polynomials f, g E k[YI' "',Yn] are 
non-zero. Fixed a monomial order, we assume that 
LT(/) = cya, LT(g) = dyP, c, dE k, 
are satisfied. Let yY be the least common multiple for 
ya and yp. Then 
yY yY 
S(/,g)= LT(/) ·f- LT(g)'g 
is said to be an S-polynomial for I and g. . • 
Note that S(/, g) E< I, g> due to Definition 3.2. 
An important result for a process which constructs a 
remainder for an S-polynomial is known as follows. 
<Buchberger Criterion> 
A finite set G = {g I' ... , g t} is a Groebner basis of 
---G 
I =< g I' ... , g t > if and only if S (g" g j ) = 0 for all 
pairs of gj and gj S.t. i * j . • 
fTheorem2] 
(Groebner Basis and Buchberger Algorithm) 
Let 1 =< ~, ... , Is >:~ {O} be a polynomial ideal. A 
Groebner basis of I is constructed in it fmite steps by 
the following Buchberger algorithin. 
Input: F = (h,···,fs) 
Output: a Groebner basis G = (g I' •.• , g t ) for I, 
with FcG 
G:=F 
REPEAT 
G':=G 
FOReachpair {p,q}, p*q in G' DO 
--G' 
S:= S(p,q) = 0 
IF S * 0 THEN G:= Gu{S} 
UNTIL G=G' • 
4. Solving IP Problems by Groebner Bases (4( 
We want to solve the system 
A x = b, A E Z mxn, b E Z mxl , (1) 
finding a solution x E Z: such that the value of a linear 
cost function cT x is minimal, cT E R n •. 
This is called as a standard form for an integer 
programming problem. 
4.1 Special IPProblems with aij ~O and bj ~O 
The problem is translated twice, obtaining a problem 
that is solvable by Buchberger algorithm. To explain this 
translation, we drop the minimality assumption and 
consider first the special case aij ~ 0 and b 1 ~ 0, where 
A = [au] and b = [b j ] • 
Introducing an indeterminant Z i to each scalar 
equation ofEq.(1), we have 
n (nm a .. )". nm b (2) TIj=I/=1 z;" J = 1=1 z/ 
From Eq.(2), we obtain a direct and algebraic 
characteristic about one pair of n integer variables in 
the feasible region defined by Eq.(I), as follows. 
[Theorem 3] 
Fixed a field k and for j = 1, ... , n let us first define 
qJ(wj ) = n~IZ;1i . 
Secondly, define 
qJ: k[wI'···' wn] ~ k[zl,···,zm]' 
such that qJ(g(wI'···' wn» = g(qJ(wI),··,qJ(wn » is 
assumed for a general polynomial g E k[wI'···' wn ] • 
Then, there exists x = (XI'···' xn l on an integer point 
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in the feasible region defined by Eq.(I) if and only if rp 
maps from a monomial W;IW;2 ... w:" to a monomial 
Z~Z· bz ••• Zb", 12m' • 
The following test for an element of image of the 
mapping rp in Theorem 3 is one of important facts 
about translation for IP: Since an image of rp is a set of 
polynomials in k[ Z I' ••• , Z m] which is expressed by 
polynomials i.J = IL:I Z;ii , we can write the image of 
rp as the subring k[~,··,ln] of k[zl,···,zm] which 
is generated by I j • 
fTheorem4] 
Consider polynomials h,···, In E k[ ZI' .'., Z m]' First, 
assume that a monomial order for k[ Z I' ••• , Z m , 
WI'···' wn ] is determined such that every ZI is larger 
than any power of the W j • This is called an elimination 
monomial order. Secondly, let 9 be a Groebner basis of 
an ideal 
1 =< It - W p '.' ., In - W n > C k[ Z l' ... , Z m' WI'···' W n] 
and let 79 be a remainder of I divided by 9 for 
each ·1 E k[ZI,··"zm]· 
Then, we have the next three statements. 
a. A polynomial I fulfills I E k[.t; , ... , In ] if and 
. -9 
only if g = I E k[wl ,···, Wn ]. 
-9 
b. Let IE k[.t;,.··,ln] and g = I E k[h,···,ln] be 
those defined in the above a. Then, I which is 
expressed by a polynomial in Ij satisfies 
I=g(.t;, ···,In)· 
c. When each Ij and I are monomials I E k[.t;, 
... , In ], g = 79 is also a monomial. • 
Note that the statement c in Theorem 4 guarantees 
that when ztl ... z!'" is an image of rp under the 
conditions in Theorem 3, it is always an image of a 
monomial W;I ···w:" . 
Next, in order to fmd an optimal solution for IP which 
minimizes the given linear cost function cT X, we 
should in general adopt a specifically-adjusted monomial 
order which is adapted to the given specific problem. 
Then we have the next definition. 
Definition 4.1 
If a monomial order on k[zl' ···,zm' WI"" wn ] has 
the following two properties, then it is said to be adapted 
to the integer programming problem defined by Eq.(l): 
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a. (Elimination Property) Any monomial containing at 
least one of z; is larger than every monomial 
contain- ing only W j . 
b. (Compatibility with cT x) Let x = (x1, ... ,xnl and 
, (' , )T If mial x d x' ti' fy x = XI"'" xn • mono swan W sa s 
ip(WX) = ip(WX') and cT x>cT x' , then wX>w x'. 
• 
Then we have the next property. 
[Theorem 51 
Consider IP problem defined by Eq.(I). Assume that 
au,bl ~ 0 for all ;,} and let Ij = I1':,lz;v mean one 
defined previously. Consider also a Groebner basis 9 
of the ideal 1=<1. -wI"",ln -wn > c k[zl"'" 
Z m' WI' ••• , W n ] which is defined with respect to an 
adapted monomial order. Now, if I = z~ ... z~ is an 
-g 
element of k[I.,··, /,,] , then I E k[ WI' ••• , W n ] gives 
a solution for IP problem which minimizes cT x . 
• 
From Theorem 5, we have an algorithm for solving IP 
problems with au' b j ~ 0 for all i,} by using 
Groebner bases. 
<Algorithm for IP Problems> 
Input: A, b ofEq.(I), an adapted 
monomial order >. 
Output: a solution of IP problem, if one exists 
f '_rIm zay j .- lIi=1 I 
I :=< I. -WI"'" In -Wn > 
9 := Groebner basis of I with respect to > 
I '-nm Zb; • - ;=1 I 
-g 
g:=1 
IF g E k[wI"'" wn ] THEN 
its exponent vector gives a solution 
ELSE 
there is no solution 
4.2 General IP Problems with au 3!0 and bl ~ 0 
• 
Consider the general IP problems with au SEO and bi 
seO. Note that there exists no conceptual difference 
between the special IP problem given in section 4:.1 and 
the general one in this subsection. Geometric 
interpretation is the same for both IP problems, i.e., a 
position which determines the feasible region over affine 
vector space is just changed in the general case. However, 
algebraic interpretation is not the same for both IP 
problems, i.e., negative au and bi are not exponents 
in general IP problems. This issue is overcome by 
considering a Laurent polynomial in ZI' i.e., a 
polynomial in Z; and Z;I. An expression for a Laurent 
polynomial ring is used such as 
k[Z±1 ... z±I]=:.k[z ... Z t]/ <tz z ···z -1> I' , m 1" m' 12m , 
where a Laurent polynomial ring is represented as . a 
quotient ring of polynomial rings. Note that this 
isomorphism(=:.) goes well by introducing just a variable 
t which satisfies tzl z2 ",zm -1 = 0 . 
I1':,1 z;v and I1':,1 Z~i in Eq.(2) is rewritten as 
t~jrIm du ( >0 ' >0 ~ all .. d 1 Ii=1 Z; ej =, au = lor I, J , an 
a~ = au +ej ) and t Tr:IZ~: (e ~O, b; ~O for all i, 
and b; = bl + e ), respectively. Therefore Eq.(2) is 
changed to the expression which is obtained by 
modifying 
n ~j m av Xj ~ m b: TIj=1 (f rt=1 Z/) = t TI;=I z; 
using module for fZ l Z2 ",zm -1 = 0 . 
Then Theorem 3 is extended as follows. 
[Theorem 61 
For each } = 1,···, n , let us define 
e· (J~ 
ip(wj)=f JI1':,lz/ mod<fzl",zm -1>. 
Define also the next mapping 
ip: k[wI'"'' wn ] ~ k[ztl, .• ,Z!I] 
by extending ip(w;) to a general polynomial g(wl , 
···,wn ) Ek[wl,··,wn] asinsection4.1. 
Then X= (xl, .. ·,xnl is an integer point on the 
feasible region defined by Eq.(l) if and only if 
m (wxt W Xz ••• w X" ) and f~ zha ••• Zb.. mean one same 
'f' I 2 n 1 m 
element in k[ ztl , ... , Z!I], in other words, the difference 
between them is completely divided by tz 1 ... Z m -1 . 
• 
Theorem 4 is also extended as follows. 
[Theorem 71 
Consider polynomials f., ... , In E k[ z I' ••• , Z m , f] . 
First, assume that a monomial order for k[ z I' ••• , Z m , 
t, WI'"'' wn ] is determined such that a monomial 
containing at least one of z I' ... , Z m , f is larger than 
every monomial containing only WI' ••• , W n' This is also 
called an elimination monomial order. Secondly, let 9 
be-a Groebner basis of an ideal 
J =<fZIZ2 ",zm -1, I. -wI"",ln -wn > 
and let 7g be a remainder of I divided by 9 for 
each IE k[zl,"·,zm,f]. 
Then, we have the next three statements. 
a. A polynomial I is an element of S (i.e., the set 
. of S-polynomials, see Definition 3.2) if and only if 
-g 
g = I E k[wl ,"', w n ]· 
b. As in the above statement a, we assume that f is 
c. 
-g 
an element of S and g = I E k[w l ,", w n ]. 
Then I which is expressed by a polynomial in 
i.J satisfies I = g(f. , .. " In) . 
When each Ij and I are monomials and I E S , 
g is also a monomial. • 
In order to find an optimal solution for general IF 
problems, we should extend Definition 4.1 and Theorem 
5 in section 4.1. The details for those are given in [2], [3]. 
5. Applications of Groebner Basis 
Approach to Petri Nets 
5.1 General Remarks about 
Groebner Basis Approach 
(1) For simplicity, we drop the minimality assumption 
for IF in this paper when we apply Groebner basis 
approach to Petri net problems. Then we use < Algorithm 
for IP Problems> of section 4.1 in which, however, an 
adapted monomial order is replaced with a regular one 
and I, I j , and I are also replaced with J, I j , 
and I of Theorem 7, respectively, because of au 5e 0 
and b 1 5e 0 in Petri nets. 
(2) We use the symbolic computation system Maple 7[4], 
[5], [6] in order to calculate g, Groebner Bases, for J or 
I and to divide IE k[ZI ,"'Zm,t] by 9 in 
<Algoritlun for IF problemS>. See section 5.2.1. 
(3) For T-invariants of Petri nets, we must solve 
A x = Omxl • Then we have I = I in this case. Since we 
can not divide I = I by 9 as in (2), we will pay 
attention to a special Groebner basis in order to have 
T-invariants. See section 5.2.2. 
(4) One example in Petri nets for the special IF 
problems of section 4.1 will be given in section 5.3. 
2 tl 2 
Fig. 1 A simple Petri net 
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5.2 Some Applications of General IP Problems with 
au ~ 0 and b; ~ 0 to Petri Nets Problems 
Consider a Petri net shown in Fig. 1, where. (0) in a 
place is the initial (final) marking. Then we have 
A = [~ -11 ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ 1] E Z4X6 and b = [ ? ] e Z 4xl . 
o 0 1 -1 1 0 0 
-2 0 0 1 0 1 -1 
Therefore for this example we use the general IF 
problems shown in section 4.2. 
5.2.1 Finding AU Particular Solutions 
CD Define the mapping f{J: k[wl , w 2' "', w 6] ~ 
k[Z±l ... Z±I] for Ax = b. Then from Ax = b and l' '4 
X = (x ... X)T we have I' '6 
z{xt-X Z-X5 = Z~, z;Z-x)-x6 = Z2' 
Z X1-X4+X5 _ ZO Z-2x1+X4 +X6 - Z-I 3 - 3' 4 - 4' 
and have also the followings: 
f{J(wI) = n!:lz;il = Z{Z;2, qJ(w2 ) = n!:lz;iZ = Z~IZ2' 
f{J(w3) = n!:lz;il = Z~IZ3 ,f{J(w4) = n!:lz;'4 = Z~IZ4' 
( ) n 4 Qi5 -I () n4 Qi6 -I f{J W S = 1=1 Z 1 = Z I Z 3 ,f{J W 6 = ;=1 Z; = Z 2 Z 4 • 
® Applying t=Z;IZ~IZ~IZ;1 (i.e., tz l z 2z 3z 4 -I =0) 
to qJ( W j ) in CD, we obtain 
r 2422 f 2 WI~JI=tZIZ2Z3' W2~ 2=tz2z 3Z4 , 
W3 ~ 13 =tzl zi Z4' W 4 ~ 14 =tZIZ2Z~, 
Ws ~ Is = tz2zi Z4' W6 ~ 16 = tZI Z3Z~. 
@ Then we have an ideal for ® as 
J =< tzl z 2Z3Z4 -1, f. -WI' "',16 -W6 >. 
@ Groebner Bases for J are obtained, in 5.5 second, 
by using the symbolic computation system Maple 7 as 
g={gl,···,glo}' where gl =W3W4 -w6 ' 
g3 = W2W3 -Ws , 
2 gs = W IW4WS W6 -W3 ' 
2 g7 = Z3 -WIW4WSZ4 , 
gs =Z2 -WIW2W4WSZ4; g9 =ZI -WIW4WSZ 4 , 
4 2 glo =tz4 -W4WS W6 , 
and the lexicographic order defined in Definition 2.6 is 
used, i.e., t >/ex ZI >/ex··· >/ex Z4 >/ex WI >/ex ••• 
>/ex w6 • 
@ Sinc~ b * 0, we have I = n~1 Z:i = Z2Z;I. If we 
apply t = Z~IZ~IZ~IZ;I to I, then we have 
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® If we apply Maple 7 to l=tZI Z;Z3' in order to 
obtain 79 , then we have g(l} = 79 = WI W2 W 4W s 
Ek[WI ,W2 ,···,wd inO.l second 
and vI := x = (11 0 11 ol , where the lexicographic 
order is also used. These are due to Theorems 6 and 7. 
(f) If we apply g2 = w2 W6 - W 4WS = 0 to g{l) = 
WIW2W4Ws , then we have g(2) = WIW;W6 and v2 := 
x = (120001)T . We also have g(3) = WIW;W3W4 and 
V3:= x=(121100lby applying g3 =W2W3 -ws =0 to 
(1) g = WIW2W4Ws · 
Therefore we have all particular solutions for this 
example at level 5; {VI' v2 ' v3 } = Vs [7]. 
Note that Vs is also the set of minimal support vectors 
for this special example. 
5.2.2 Finding All Minimal T-invariants 
CD We want to have generators for x E Z !Xl in 
Ax = 06xl. Then we have the same set of Groebner bases 
for this example as that in @ in section 5.2.1. 
® Since Ax = b = 06xl , we have 1 = n;'=l z:; = 1. 
However, as has been pointed out in (3). of section 5.1, 
we have the special Groebner basis g6 = WI w~w; -1 in 
this case. Then if we apply g 6 = 0 to I::::: 1, then we 
have /(1)::::: WI w~w; ::::: 1 and also have 
U1 :::::: x::::: (100220)T which are due to Theorem 6. 
® If we apply g2 = 0 to I::::: WlW~W;, we have the 
next two cases; 
1(2) ::::: WI W;W: ::::: 1 and U2 := x = (120002l , 
1(3) =WlW2W4WSW6 =1 and u3 :=x=(llOlll)T. 
@ We also have the next two cases; 
1(4) = WI w;wiw~ = 1 and u4 := x = (122200)T , 
1(5) = WlW2W3W~WS = 1 and us:::::: x::::: (11 1210l , 
by applying g3 = 0 to I::::: WI W~W; . 
@ Moreover if we apply gl = 0 to 1(2) = WI w;w; in 
®, we obtain 1(6) = WlW;W3W4W6 = 1 and u6 := x = 
(121 lOll . 
® Therefore through Groebner basis approach we had 
the set of all minimal support T-invariants 
U4 ={U1,U2,U4} and Us \U4 ={u3,US'U6} , where 
U 5 means the set of all minimal T-invariants and 
u3 = (u l +u2)/2, us::::: (u l + u4)/2, u6 = (u 2 +u4)/2 
in this special example. Note that the facts about U 4 
and Us were given by another indirect methods[7]. 
(f) If we apply repeatedly g4 =0 and gs = 0 to 
I{ 4) , 1(5) , 1(6) , we have many T-invariants which are not 
minimal. 
@ It is needed for T-invariants to guarantee the 
existence of a special Groebner basis such as g 6 . 
5.3 An Application of Special IP Problems 
with aiJ ~ 0 and bj ~ 0 to Petri Net Problems 
Problem Description[8]: Suppose that Us,Vs c Z:l are 
given as in section 5.2. Find all level 5 representations 
for the specified firing count vector x E Z:l with 
respect to Us and Vs such that 
- ~/5 U V. Zlxl X - £'i=latut +Vj ' Ut E 5' Vj E 5' at E +' 
i E {I,···,ls}, j E {I,···,ks}; in other words, find all 
possible a:= (al, •.• ,al )T E Z~Xl. 5 
This is written as A a = b , where 
A:= [u1,···,U I) E Z:I" b:= x-v) E Z:l • 
Therefore this problem belongs to the special IP 
problems and a E Z~Xl is found by <Algorithm for IP 
Problems> in section 4.1, but replacing an adapted 
monomial order with a regular one. 
CD Consider again the example of Fig. I. We have found 
the set of minimal T-invariants Us = {u1 , ••• , U 6 } and the 
set of particular solutions Vs = {VI' V 2' v3 } for Ax = b 
in section 5.2, wherein U lEU S and v j E Vs are also 
given. Then we have A a = b, where A E Z !X6 , 
bE Z!Xl , and we want to have a E Z!xl . 
® First, define tp:k[Wl,···,W6]~k[Zl,···,Z6] for 
Aa =b. Then we have WI ~ it = ZlZ~Z;, w2 ~ 
12 = ZIZ;Z:, W3 ~ 13 = ZIZ2 Z4ZSZ6' W 4 ~ 14 = ZIZ; 
2 2 f. 2 2 Z3 Z4' Ws ~ 5 :::::ZlZ2 Z3Z4ZS' W6 ~ ZIZ2 Z3Z4Z6· 
An ideal is given by 
1=< f. -wl'h -w2,···,/6 - W6 >. 
® A set of Groebner bases for I is calculated by 
Maple 7 as 9 = {gl,··,g24,g2S,···,g30}' where g2s ::::: Zl 
2 2 2 Z4 ZS -WI' g26 = ZlZ2 Z4ZSZ6 -W3,g27 = ZlZ2 Z3ZS -Ws, 
2 2 _ 2 _ 
g28 = ZlZ2 Z6 - W2 , g29 - ZlZ2 Z3Z4Z6 W6 ' g30::::: 
@ Assume x=(4 41 5 42)T and v2 = (110 110)T 
are set to Fig. 1, then we have b = (3 3 1 4 3 2)T . 
F b Z 6xl h 1 3 3 4 3 2 or E + ,we ave = ZI Z2Z3Z4ZSZ6 • 
@ When Maple 7 is applied to f, we have 
(I) -/9 2 S· 2 k[ ] th g = =W3WS. mce W3WS E WI ,··,W6 , en 
we have an solution a(l) = (0 0 2 0 10)T from w;ws. 
This means that x is represented as x = 2u 3 + Us + V 2 • 
@ Note that WI' w2 ,···, W6 obtained from g; = 0 
(i = 25, ···,30) in @ are corresponding to uI '· ·,u6 • 
Then if we apply w2 ,···, W6 to 1 in @, we have 
other solutions as g(2) = W IW 2 Ws (i.e., a(2) = (110 
olol which means X= ul +u2 +us +V2 .), and 
g(3) = WI W3W6 (i.e., a(3) = (l 010 01)T which means 
x = ul +u3 +u6 +V2 ). 
These three solutions, a(l) ,a(2) ,a(3), are all what we 
wanted to have in this example. 
(J) Note that we could also obtain a(2) and a(3) 
directly by using Maple 7 in which only g 2S , ••• , g 30 out 
-g 
of 9 are used to find g = 1 , but allowing them to 
change ordering in @. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, dropping minirnality assumption, we 
have applied general IP problems of section 4.2 and 
special IP problems of section 4.1 to two typical kinds of 
examples in Petri net problems, by using Groebner basis 
approach and a symbolic computation system~ maple@7[6]. 
Through even simple and small examples, we could 
confirm that Groebner basis approach can give all exact 
solutions which we have also obtained by the other 
indirect methods[7]. 
However, we think that there remains a lot of future 
problems which can be checked, for example, in the Petri 
net world; how to solve general IP problems with 
minimality assumption [2], [3], how to select Groebner 
basis with different monomial orderings, which computer 
algebra system among available symbolic computation 
systems should be adopted, and so on. 
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